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1. It iS well known that the number of normalized irreducible polynomials
of degree m in a single indeterminate, with coefficients in GF(q), is given by

(1) 1(m) (l/m) _,rs=,,(r)q,
where (r) isJthe MSbius function. It follows from (1) that, if q is fixed,

(2) (m) (1/m)q (m -- o ).

For the case of irreducible polynomials in several indeterminates, with
coefficients in GF(q), no explicit formula like (1) seems to be available. We
shall show, however, that an asymptotic formula for the number of irreducibles
can be obtained easily. This formula differs from (2) in one important
respect. When the number of indeterminates is greater than one we find that
almost all polynomials are irreducible.

2. By the degree of a polynomial M(x, xk) will be understood the
total degree. We assume that the polynomials have been normalized by
selecting one polynomial from each equivalence class with respect to multi-
plication by nonzero constants.

Let f(m) f(m) denote the number of normalized polynomials of degree
m in/ indeterminates. Let (m) denote the number of normalized irreduci-
ble polynomials of degree m, and put

(3) g(m) g(m) _,rl, rb(r).

As a special case of a slightly more general theorem [1, p. 273] we have

(4) mfk(m) Zn.,l gk(s)fk(m S).

For completeness we give a brief proof of (4). Put

(5) Fk(m) [Ideg M--,, M, O(m) IIdeg v=, P,
so that F(m) is the product of the normalized polynomials of degree m in/
indeterminates and O(m) is the product of the normalized irreducible poly-
nomials. If

M- P’A (P d A),

where deg P s, it follows from the first of (5) that

(6) F(m) ]’Iv., P’-"(v),
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where (P) denotes the number of normalized polynomials of degree j not
divisible by P and the product is over all P,, e such that es <- m. Since

’(P) fk(j) if j < s,

=f(j) -f(j- s) if j-> s,
(6) becomes

(7)

where

w em-es(P)

Fk(m) He pw,

{fk(m- s) --fk(m- 2s)} + 2{fk(m- 2s) --fk(m- 3s)}

+ -t- rfk(m rs) "_,:=lfk(m es),

where r [m/s]. Hence (7) implies

(8) Fk(m)

Comparing the degrees of both sides of (8) we get

mf(m)

f(m j),= s$(s) 5f(m j)g(j),

which proves (4).

S. It is easily verified that

exp.( ) exp. },(9) f() (q- 1)-{ + (+-)
where expq a qa. Then it follows from (4) and (9) that

gk(m) <- mfk(m) <-_ m(q- 1)-lexpq(+k),
so that

turk(m) gk(m) f,,=l gk(s)fk(m S)

N m(q 1)- E.:5 expq(’)expq(-;+)

But for2 N s N m/2 and k > lwehave

{(.-+) + (-(.;,+)} {(.t) +
(’tt) (’;t) a (’2)
([/3-) a ,

so that
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mf() (n)

Since

<- 2m(q- 1)- expa{ (+) -t- (+-) (1 "-I- q-nt- q- -t-"")

2mq(q- 1)- exp.{ (+) -t- (+-)
0(- xp(+-)).

it follows that

f(m) (q- 1)-1 exp(+) -l- 0 (exp(’+-)),

(10) gk(m) m(q 1)-1 expq(m+k) -60(m expq(m+k-lk)).
But by (3) and (10)

m,(m) g(m) -- O(m expq(’/+)),
which yields

(11) () (q 1)-1 expq() + 0(expq(+-)).
We state the

THEOriES. The number of normalized irreducible polynomials in indeter-
minates, with coeients in GF(q), satisfies (11). In particular it follows that

(12) (m) f(m) (m ),

where f(m) is the total number of normalized polynomials in indeterminates,
with coecients in GF(q).

Remark. For the number of irreducible factorable polynomials in inde-
terminates, that is, polynomials that factor completely in some extension of
GF(q), (12) no longer holds (see [2]).

4. As the referee has pointed out, (12) can be proved by a crude counting
argument. Indeed it is evident that the number of normalized reducible
polynomials of degree m

<-E<=,s,,,/.f(s)f(m- s)<-(q- 1)- Y_<_,</ exp{ (’+) + (-+)}.
But, as we have seen above, the right member

<= (q 1)- expq{ (+1) -t- (+-1)} (1 -t- q-1 -t- q-2 -t- )

q(q 1)- expq{ (m+) (+ji-) + k -t- 1}
<= (q 1 )- exp (+_i-) -t- /c -b 3 f(m).

It follows that

(13) 1 (q X)-a expq{-(+Ji-) -b/ q- 3} <= @k(m)/f(m) <= 1.

For m large it is evident that the left member of (13) is very close to 1, so
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that (12) follows. The referee has noted that if > 1, then

(14) k(m) /f(m) >- -,
the worst case being when k m q 2.. Returning to (8), we put

G() ,().(15)

Then

so that

(16) F(m) II {G(t)}(-).

When k 1, it is familiar that
qm(17) G(m) x x,

but there seems to be no simple formula of this kind for k 1.
If we let L(m) denote the least common multiple of the polomials in k

indeterminates, of degree m, then it is clear that

Therefore by (15) we get

(8) n() H: O().

Sce deg G(m) g(m), it follows from (18) that

deg L(m) -x g(t).

6. It follows from (3) that

(,19) mk(m) _,,=, (r)g(s).

Thus when g,(m) is known, k,(m) can be computed explicitly.
Since k,(m) is integral, it follows from [1, 2] that g(m) satisfies

(20) g(mp) =- g(mp-) (mod p)

where p is a prime and m >_- 1, r >- 1.
We have also

(21) g(m) =-- k (modq 1).
Indeed by (9) and (4)

f,(1) g,(1) q*-bq--t- "’-t-q-- k (modq- 1),
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so that (21) holds for m 1. We assume the truth of (21) up to and includ-
ing the value m 1. Now by (9)

f() (7) (/i-) -= (_) (o q 1).

Thus by (4) and the inductive hypothesis

When ] 1, we have

(22)

Conversely, if

(23)

then k 1.

(24)

We have

f(m) z,(m) q’.

f,(n) e,(n)

Indeed it is enough to assume that

f(2) g,(2).

f(1) g(1) q -4- q- + + q.

(mod q 1).

(m 1, 2, 3, ...),

Then by (4) and (24)

f(2) (q -t- q- -t- + q)2,
so that by (9)

q(+)(+)/_ q+ (q- 1)(q + + q).
Put q p’; then the right member is divisible by exactly p". It follows
thatk+ 1 2, k= 1.
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